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Abstract
In the Wigner-Moyal approach to quantum mechanics, we show
that Moyal’s starting point, the characteristic function
M(τ, θ) =
∫
ψ∗(x)ei(τ pˆ+θxˆ)ψ(x)dx, is essentially the primitive idempo-
tent used by von Neumann in his classic paper “Die Eindeutigkeit der
Schro¨dingerschen Operatoren”. This paper provides the original proof
of the Stone-von Neumann equation. Thus the mathematical struc-
ture Moyal develops is simply a re-expression of what is at the heart of
quantum mechanics and reproduces exactly the results of the quantum
formalism. The “distribution function” F (X,P, t) is simply the quan-
tum mechanical density matrix expressed in an (X,P )-representation,
where X and P are the mean co-ordinates of a cell structure in phase
space. The whole approach therefore clearly has little to do with clas-
sical statistical theories but is a consequence of a non-commutative
nature of the theory.
1 Introduction.
The Wigner-Moyal approach has its origins in early attempt of Wigner [1]
to find quantum corrections to the statistical properties of thermodynamic
quantum systems. The major contribution to the development of the for-
malism that will be the subject of this paper came from the seminal paper of
Moyal [2], the aim of which was to ask whether the Hilbert space formalism
of quantum mechanics disguised what is essentially a statistical theory based
on non-commutative functions. To explore this possibility, Moyal proposed
that we start from one of the standard tools of statistical theory, namely, the
characteristic function. This was not formed in the usual way but instead
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begins by introducing the operator function
Mˆ(τ, θ) = ei(τ pˆ+θxˆ) (1)
where xˆ and pˆ are operators. He then forms the expectation value
M(τ, θ) =
∫
ψ∗(x, t)ei(τ pˆ+θxˆ)ψ(x, t)dx (2)
which he then treats as the characteristic function. Moyal shows that this
function can be written in the form
M(τ, θ) =
∫
ψ∗(x− τ/2)eiθxψ(x+ τ/2)dx (3)
In a conventional statistical theory, the probability distribution function is
the Fourier transform of the characteristic function. Thus
F (x, p, t) =
1
2pi2
∫
M(τ, θ)ei(τp+θx)dτdθ (4)
Here x and p are continuous variables in some, as yet, unspecified phase
space. Moyal then treats F (x, p, t) as a probability distribution function
and using the standard methods of statistics to find the time development
of this distribution.
For a particle in one dimension with Hamiltonian H = p2/2m+ V , this
time development can be written as
∂F (x, p, t)
∂t
+ p/m
∂F (x, p, t)
∂x
=
∫
J(x, p − p′)F (x, p′, t)dp′ (5)
where
J(x, p− p′) =
∫
[V (x− y/2)− V (x+ y/2)]e−i(p−p
′)ydy
The fact that we start from a characteristic function and that we are work-
ing in an (x, p) phase space tends to imply that we are working with a
classical statistical theory. However exactly the same equation (5) can be
derived starting with the density operator satisfying the standard quantum
mechanical Liouville operator equation,
i~
∂ρˆ
∂t
+ [ρˆ, Hˆ] = 0 (6)
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This was shown originally by Takabayasi [3] and extended in a novel way in
Bohm and Hiley [4]. This approach enabled us to extended these ideas to
the Dirac equation [5].
How is this possible? The two approaches seem to start from two entirely
different standpoints. One uses classical statistical methods, while the other
uses the quantum formalism, yet they arrive at the same time evolution
equation. The purpose of this paper is to show that these are not two
different starting points. They are, in fact, the same starting point.
What I will show is that the so called ‘characteristic function’ of equa-
tion (2) can be derived from the primitive idempotent that von Neumann
[6] uses in his original proof of what is now called the Stone-von Neumann
theorem. This theorem shows that the Schro¨dinger representation is irre-
ducible and unique up to a unitary equivalence. What this result shows
is that the mathematics developed by Moyal emerges from the very heart
of the quantum formalism. In consequence the function F (x, p, t) is not a
probability distribution function but a specific representation of the quan-
tum mechanical density operator. In fact it is a density matrix in a specific
(x, p)-representation and this explains why it can take negative values. There
is no reason why the density matrix has to be positive.
The relation between the Wigner distribution and the density matrix
has already been discussed in a little known paper by Baker [7]. However
the method we use here is different from his. He concentrates on the quasi-
probability distribution where as I will adopt a more algebraic approach,
focussing on idempotents. This not only gives a different insight into the
relation between the two approaches, it further justifies the relation between
the between the Wigner-Moyal approach and the Bohm approach that was
initially exploited in Brown and Hiley [8] and later developed in more detail
by Hiley [11].
In section 2 we show the essential steps used by Moyal to arrive at
equation 5. In section 3 we show how this equation can be derived starting
from the density operator. In section 4 we introduce the idempotent that
forms the basis of von Neumann’s work and then show how it is equivalent
to the characteristic function used by Moyal.
2 Moyal’s Quantum Dynamics.
Let us first begin by sketching the essential steps used by Moyal in his
derivation of equation (5). Moyal starts by assuming that F (x, p, t) is a
quasi-probability distribution function whose time development is described
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by the standard Green’s function equation
F (p, x, t) =
∫
K(p, x|p0, x0, t− t0)F0(p0, x0, t0)dp0dx0
This equation can be expressed in the intro-differential form
∂F (p, x, t)
∂t
=
∫
S(p, x|η, ξ)F (η, ξ, t)dηdξ
where S(p, x|η.ξ) is the derivative of the kernelK(p, x|p0, x0, t−t0). However
the key to Moyal’s approach is to work with the characteristic function
defined in equations (1) and (7). Thus if M(τ, θ, t0) is the characteristic
function at t0 then
M(τ, θ, t0) =
∫
ei(τη+θξ)F0(η, ξ, t0)dηdξ
while the characteristic function at t is
M(τ, θ, t) =
∫
ei(τη+θξ)Λ(τ, θ|η, ξ, t − t0)F0(η, ξ, t0)dηdξ
with
Λ(τ, θ|η, ξ, t − t0) =
∫
ei[τ(p−η)+θ(x−ξ)]K(p, x|η, ξ, t − t0)dpdx
Furthermore
∂M
∂t
=
∫
L(τ, θ|η, ξ)ei(τη+θξ)F (η, ξ, t)dηdξ
and
S(p, x|η, ξ) =
∫
L(τ, θ|η, ξ)ei[τ(η−p)+θ(ξ−x)]dτdθ
Thus we need to determine L(τ, θ|η, ξ) from ∂M/∂t to determine S(p, x|η, ξ)
which in turn can be used to determine ∂F/∂t. This will give us the time
development equation (5).
The vital step then is to derive the time derivative of the characteristic
function, namely, ∂M/∂t. What Moyal does is to assume that this function
satisfies a quantum Liouville equation
i~
∂Mˆ
∂t
= [Hˆ, Mˆ ]
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where Mˆ = ei(τ pˆ+θxˆ) and Hˆ is the Hamiltonian written in operator form.
Of course it is immediately evident that Mˆ is an element of the Heisenberg
group. This suggests that basically Moyal is starting from quantum mechan-
ics but we should be cautious with this conclusion because the Heisenberg
group can be derived from a purely classical wave theory as was clearly
demonstrated in Moran and Manton [9]. However the use of a quantum
equation of motion suggests that the Moyal approach may be pure quantum
mechanics albeit in a different mathematical form. The question of why
this characteristic function should satisfy this equation is not discussed by
Moyal.
3 Moyal Dynamics Deduced from the Density Ma-
trix.
Let us now show how equation (5) follows directly from the standard quan-
tum mechanical equation of the time development density operator (6). In
the x-representation this can be written in the form
i
∂〈x|ρˆ|x′〉
∂t
= 〈x|[Hˆ, ρˆ]|x′〉
which gives
i
∂ρ(x, x′)
∂t
+
1
2m
(
∂2
∂x2
−
∂2
∂x′2
)
ρ(x, x′) = [V (x)− V (x′)]ρ(x, x′) (7)
The density matrix ρ(x, x′) can be regarded as a two point function in con-
figuration space. By writing this density matrix as
ρ(x, x′, t) = ψ(x, t)ψ∗(x′, t) =
1
2pi
∫
φ(p, t)eixpφ∗(p′, t)e−ix
′p′dpdp′
and introducing new co-ordinates
X = (x′ + x)/2; τ = x′ − x; and P = (p′ + p)/2; θ = p′ − p (8)
the density matrix can be transformed into
ρ(X, τ, t) =
1
2pi
∫
φ(P − θ/2, t)eiθXφ(P + θ/2, t)eiτP dPdθ
We can now write this equation in the compact form
ρ(X, τ, t) =
∫
F (X,P, t)eiτP dP (9)
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where
F (X,P, t) =
1
2pi
∫
φ∗(P − θ/2, t)eiXθ,tφ(P + θ/2, t)dθ
Or taking the inverse Fourier transform we have
F (X,P, t) =
1
2pi
∫
ψ∗(X − τ/2, t)eiP τψ(X + τ/2, t)dτ
which, of course, is just the Wigner distribution [1]. If we now change
variables in equation (7) and use equation (9), we are led immediately to
equation (5).
From this derivation of the function F (x, p, t) above, it should be quite
clear that what Moyal has called a ‘quasi-probability distribution’ is noth-
ing more than the density matrix re-expressed in terms of the co-ordinates
defined in equation (8). These co-ordinates are essentially the mean posi-
tion and momentum of what could be taken to be a cell in phase space and
not the position and momentum of a particle. In an earlier paper Hiley [?]
proposed that it might be interesting to develop a quantum dynamics based
on an evolution of a primitive cellular structure in phase space. This idea
was further developed in [11] but a more rigorous approach based on the
symplectic capacity has been discussed by de Gosson [13]. We will not be
discuss these important ideas further here.
4 The Relation to von Neumann’s Primitive Idem-
potent.
The question I want to address here is why these apparently different starting
points, namely, via (a) the characteristic function or (b) the density operator,
should lead to the same time development equation (5) for F (x, p, t). To
understand this connection we must go back to an argument used by von
Neumann [6] to show that the Schro¨dinger representation is irreducible.
von Neumann starts from the Weyl algebra which is generated by the
operators U(α) = eiαpˆ and V (β) = eiβxˆ. These have the multiplication rules
given by
U(α)U(β) = U(α+ β) V (α)V (β) = V (α+ β)
and
U(α)V (β) = eiαβV (β)U(α) (10)
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Now any quantum operator can be written symbolically in the form
A =
∫
a(α, β)S(α, β)dαdβ (11)
where S(α, β) is the symmetric form
S(α, β) = e−iαβ/2U(α)V (β) = eiαβ/2V (β)U(α)
In order to find the irreducible representation of an algebra, we need to find
the primitive idempotents. To this end von Neumann chose the operator
A =
∫
e−α
2/4−β2/4S(α, β)dαdβ (12)
After a little work, it is possible to show that this is, indeed, an idempotent
operator as A2 = 2piA. What is more it can be shown that
AS(α, β)A = 2pie−α
2/4−β2/4A (13)
which is the condition for primitivity.
The key question now is to ask how all this is related to Moyal’s charac-
teristic function. The answer lies in some work I did for an entirely different
problem. The question that concerned me was why it was possible to eas-
ily define algebraically orthogonal spinors but not symplectic spinors [12]
(spinors of the Heisenberg group). The significance of this remark hinges
around the fact that algebraic spinors are minimal left ideals and minimal
left ideals are generated by primitive idempotents. The orthogonal Clifford
algebra, being non-nilpotent contains many idempotents that are easy to
find and therefore the spinors are easy to construct [14].
On the other hand the Heisenberg algebra, being nilpotent, did not con-
tain any idempotents and therefore there seemed to be no simple way to
generate the left ideals. However in the boson algebra, which can be ob-
tained from the Heisenberg algebra using the Bargmann transformation, we
add a physically very significant primitive idempotent, namely, the projec-
tor on to the vacuum Ω = |0〉〈0|. Frescura and Hiley [15] and Hiley [12]
have shown how this idempotent can be transformed back into an extension
of the Heisenberg algebra and it is in this extended algebra that one can
construct the symplectic spinors.
All of this work suggests that in the Weyl algebra we can define formally
an idempotent which enables us to construct the von Neumann idempotent.
To this end let us introduce the idempotent
N(α, β) = V (β)ΩU(α) (14)
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That this is an idempotent follows if we introduce the annihilation and
creation operators, aˆ and aˆ†. Then
U(α)V (β) = eiαβ/2ei(αpˆ+βxˆ) = eiαβ/2e−|γ|
2/2eiγaˆ
†/2eiγ
∗aˆ/2
where we have written γ = (α+ iβ)/2. After a little work, we find
N2 = eiαβ/2e−|γ|
2/2N
To show that this is indeed the von Neumann idempotent defined in equation
(12) let us form
〈x|N(α, β)|p〉 =
∫
〈x|eiβxˆ/2|x′〉〈x′|Ω|p′〉〈p′|eiαpˆ/2|p〉dx′dp′
= 〈x|Ω|p〉ei(αp+βx). (15)
Now
〈x|Ω|p〉 = 〈x|0〉〈0|p〉 = e−a
2x2/2e−b
2p2/2
where we have used the ground state wave functions, a and b are constants.
We have ignored normalisation factors as they do not affect our argument.
Now let us form
n(α, β) =
∫
〈x|N(α, β)|p〉dxdp =
∫
e−a
2x2/2eiβx/2dx
∫
e−b
2p2/2eiαp/2dp.
Evaluating the integrals gives
n(α, β) = abe−
β2
4a2
− α
2
4b2 . (16)
The von Neumann idempotent, equation (11) in our notation now takes the
form
N(α, β) =
∫
n(α, β)S(α, β)dαdβ.
Using the expression in equation (16) and writing α′2 = α2/a2 and β′2/b2
we have
N(α, β) = ab
∫
e−α
′2/4−β′2/4S(α, β)dαdβ (17)
which is identical to the von Neumann idempotent except for an unimportant
constant factor.
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Having identified the idempotent, all that is left to do is to show how
an expression identical to what Moyal calls a characteristic function arises
from this idempotent. To do this let us introduce a complete set |ψn〉. Then
N(α, β) =
∑
n,n′
eiβxˆ|ψn〉〈ψn|Ω|ψn′〉〈ψn′ |e
iαpˆ
from which we can form
〈x′|N(α, β)|x〉 =
∑
n,n′
Cnn′e
iβx′ψn(x
′)ψ∗n′(x− α). (18)
This indeed is a density matrix for a mixed state. In fact this is a particular
example of how to construct density matrices in general from idempotents.
This particular method is in standard use in quantum optics [16]. In this
paper we are interested in pure states so we will choose Cnn′ = δnn′ and
restrict the sum over the remaining index to a single value, say n, so that
we are considering a pure state with a single component ψn(x).
We can now form∫
〈x|N(α, β)|x〉 =
∫
ψ∗n(x− α)e
iβxψn(x)dx. (19)
If we now change variables and write x→ y+α/2 then this equation becomes
∫
〈x|N(α, β)|x〉dx = eiαβ/2
∫
ψ∗n(y − α/2)e
iβyψn(y + α/2)dy. (20)
Apart from an unimportant constant phase factor, we see that this is iden-
tical to equation (3) for the characteristic function introduced by Moyal.
5 Conclusions.
We have shown here that Moyal’s approach which starts from the character-
istic function is mathematically identical to an approach starting from the
primitive idempotent that was used by von Neumann to establish the irre-
ducibility of the Schro¨dinger representation. A different way of reaching the
same conclusion can be found in Hiley [17]. Thus Moyal’s method emerges
from the very heart of the quantum formalism. This confirms Baker’s [7]
conclusion that the Wigner distribution is simply the density matrix ex-
pressed in terms of a special representation based on the mean position
of a pair of points in phase space. When the approach outlined above is
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generalised to a six-dimensional phase space, as can easily be done, we see
that the density matrix describes a cellular structure in a continuous phase
space. Thus we can think of the Wigner-Moyal approach as constructing a
quantum phase space whose points are subsets of classical phase space [18].
That this is a quantum phase space becomes clear from the following
argument. Consider the two operators Xˆ = (xˆ′ + xˆ)/2 and Pˆ = (pˆ′ + pˆ)/2.
Since (x, p) and (x′, p′) are conjugate points, [Xˆ, Pˆ ] = 0 because xˆ and pˆ
operate on ψ(x) so that [xˆ, pˆ] = i, whereas xˆ′ and pˆ′ operate on ψ∗(x) in
which case [xˆ′, pˆ′] = −i. Thus the quantum phase space is constructed using
the simultaneous eigenvalues of the mean operators Xˆ and Pˆ . Thus it is not
correct to consider the labels (x, p) in F (x, p, t) as the co-ordinates of the
position and momentum of a particle.
The underlying cell structure has been hinted at before, for example,
Baker [7] argued that the Wigner-Moyal formalism introduces a kind of
“smeared-out” projection operator for a region in phase space. However
recently de Gosson [18] [19] has pointed out that there is a rich topological
structure underlying symplectic spaces as demonstrated by Gromov’s [21]
“no squeezing theorem”. This theorem shows that there are areas of phase
space involving pairs of conjugate co-ordinates that cannot be reduced in
size under classical symplectomorphisms, a kind of classical harbinger of the
uncertainty principle. Quantum mechanics introduces minimum values for
this area and it is these “quantum blobs” that can be discussed formally in
terms of the notion of a symplectic capacity [13]. Further work along these
lines has been reported by Dennis, de Gosson and Hiley [20].
As a final remark I would like to connect the ideas outlined in this paper
to the more radical ideas I have been perusing elsewhere [11][22]. This
approach takes a non-commutative algebraic structure as basic and then
abstracts the properties of any underlying phase space that is consistent with
this algebraic structure. For quantum mechanics, of course, this algebra is
the Heisenberg algebra and its extensions. In one approach, we follow the
general ideas of Gelfand [23] and construct the points of this space from
elements of the primitive idempotents. Here we use the von Neumann’s
idempotent to link to the Moyal approach. If we consider this idempotent as
characterising a point on the quantum phase space then we see that it has a
Gaussian distribution and, of course, is a formal expression of what Baker [7]
calls a “smeared-out” projection operator. A more detailed account of this
deeper connection with an underlying topology will be discussed elsewhere.
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